Agenda for the October 16, 2012 Superfund meeting organized by Tri-Valley CAREs pursuant to the group’s Technical Assistance Grant with EPA. Held at LLNL press room, located just off of Greenville Rd. near East Gate public entrance

Participating: Tri-Valley CAREs, EPA, CA Dept. of Toxics, Regional Water Quality Control Board, Dept. of Energy National Nuclear Security Administration, LLNL

10 AM – 12:30 PM, LLNL main site

1. Overview of LLNL main site cleanup, with new and ongoing issues, challenges, problems, milestones, achievements (including but not limited to updates on mixed waste focused feasibility study, tritium mapping and plume control, evaluation of pilot studies [pneumatic fracturing and bio-augmentation], other updates.
2. TFA-West pipeline extension – update, evaluation and next steps re: monitoring points/locations and frequency for contaminants, steps to check for possible presence of chromium (including hexavalent chromium) above the RSL, the CA state OEHHA recommendation and/or other health based limits, level of VOCs found so far, update in estimated time well 404 will pump on the leading edge, update in estimated capture zone, etc. In cases where it is still too early to tell, please outline your process for making determinations and projected schedule.
3. Bldg 419 – Discuss closure and DTSC requirement that it be cleaned to residential levels for clean closure. Does this same requirement translate to other building that undergo D&D?
4. Regarding FY Review, is there is agreement by DOE regarding institutional controls for long term protectiveness? What will be the long-term plan to prevent exposure? Does DOE concur with EPA that a ROD revision is necessary? Can this be done by September 2014?
5. Why did the response to comment (EPA #8) remove RSLs from the Table. It would be useful to put them in.
6. Discuss 20-ft rise in HSU 4 and increase in contaminant levels. Please explain TFD extraction well analysis (W-1503)
7. DTSC consideration of the renewal of the LLNL RCRA treatment and storage permit (any crossover with CERCLA considerations, estimated timelines, etc).
8. Next Community Work Group meeting date? Other public involvement activities planned?

12:30 PM – 1 PM

Brown bag lunch + DOE NNSA LSO (Airel Robertson, or a player to be named later?) will present and answer questions on the 6 month Continuing Resolution for the fiscal year
2013 cleanup at the LLNL main site and site 300. Also, please share any decisions about how DOE HQ and/or LSO will involve stakeholders in the FY 2014 budget process.

1 PM – 3 PM, LLNL site 300

1. Overview of site 300 Superfund cleanup with new and ongoing issues, challenges, problems, achievements, milestones, progress
2. Bldg. 812 status, including reasons for exclusion of data from gamma analysis at B-812 and what the anomalous numbers were. Also, LLNL/LSO plans for a community workshop in Tracy in 2013. Any date chosen or being looked at yet?
3. Pit 6, explain regulatory agencies’ requested changes to Pit 6 detection monitoring
4. Explain Institutional Controls for off-site landowners. Have landowners been notified? Are they agreeable?
5. Building 850 status, including status of TechLaw request for tracer at B-850
6. Explain status of Central GSA improvements.

Meeting ends 3PM.